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We ↑ generate lots of data too! 

• Classical molecular dynamics trajectory files – can 

produce as many Bytes per second as total 

machine Ops. 

• Similar demands of storing and analysing data to 

extract useful information for longer term storage – 

ie sequence of uncorrelated configurations, etc... 

• Many of the issues discussed at this workshop are 

also relevant to this problem. 

• BUT now for another set of challenges. 
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Example of approach 

Small scale project to aggregate 30 000 

crystallographic data files from the literature 

and mine thermal properties information from 

them 

Steps: 

1) Collect CIFs - data provided from RSC 

2) Parse CIFs and upload into database 

3) Mine information from this database 



Example: Thermal Properties 

Atomic positions within crystal structures can be 

accurately determined by neutron-scattering 

diffraction experiments. These are known as 

thermal properties, or Atomic Displacement 

Parameters (ADPs).  

These factors represent the atomic  

position as an approximately  

ellipsoidal volume. 



CIFs 

- Crystallographic Information Files, or CIFs, 

are a widely adopted standard format for 

representing crystallographic data 

- Required by crystallographic journals as part 

of the submission process.  

- The CIFs are held as part of various journals 

and/or in topic specific repositories. 



Data mining process 

• Parse CIFs 

• Enrich Data (additional information such as 

connectivity, SMILES/INCHI code strings for 

identification and searching) 

• Enter into Database 

• Query Database 

• Find thermal properties trends over the 

30,000 datasets. 



System Summary 

 



Thermal Properties trends 

Here are some graphs summarising some 

trends found for Atomic Displacement 

Parameters with respect to: 

• temperature 

• p-block elements 

• transition metals 

• coordination 

• bond angle 

• zero point motion estimatation 



Distribution of ADP 

magnitudes 

Following slide shows the distribution of ADP 

magnitudes for Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen 

(following a skewed bell curve) and 

Vanadium (which has fewer results).  

Factors affecting the magnitude of a particular 

atomic ADP for a given element include: 

1) Temperature of experiment 

2) Bonding environment of atom (which dictates 

the freedom of atom to move) 



 



Table of ADP values 

Mean ADP values for a selection of elements, 

and for Carbon in its various forms and 

bonding environments. 



 



Variation with atomic 

species 

- A graphic showing variation of ADP with 

respect to atomic species - increasing 

mobility of atoms rightwards and upwards in 

the periodic table.  

- Some anomalies thought to be due to typical 

bonding environment of those atoms. 



 



Variation with atomic 

species for Transition Metals 

Figure showing variation in ADP magnitude for 

transition metals. 

- Less clear cut - bonding clearly a major 

influence as well as mass. 





Bond angle dependence 

Dependence of ADPs on bond angle. Bond 

angle information is stored as part of the CIF; 

pulling it out of the database is 

straightforward as it was already there due to 

the schemaless approach 



 



Temperature dependence 

Temperature dependence of ADPs for several 

elements: the median ADP values for each 

temperature bin in this histogram exhibit 

linear dependence on temperature.  

-Allows for estimate of zero point motion, the 

motion of an atom due to the Heisenberg 

Uncertainty Principle at 0K. 

-Irregular data above 300K indicative of 

measurement difficulties at higher 

temperatures 



 



Recap: 

• Parsed Cifs 

• Enriched Data 

• Entered into Database 

• Datamined 30,000 crystal structures, 

300,000 atomic parameters. 

• Some thermal properties trends 

confirmed/uncovered 



CCP9 Flagship Project 

• CCP9 develops quantum mechanical modelling 

codes for condensed matter systems. 

• Using the largest supercomputers could use these 

codes to generate many millions (soon billions) of 

pieces of materials data each day.  

• Data very varied: energies, structures, vibrational 

properties, optical spectra, excited states,..... 

• Data is not restricted to known materials, or even 

stable structures.  

• Ultimate aim of project - materials discovery. 



Challenges 

• Given the nature of the materials simulation 

community, there will be multiple databases each 

covering different combinations of materials and 

properties both theoretical and experimental. 

• Will never get concensus in advance on 

format/contents of databases. 

• The errors associated with the data in theoretical 

databases cannot usually be quantified except by 

comparison with experimental data or, possibly, 

predictions made with a more accurate approach. 


